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1. Subject ofthe order:
1. 1. NJgotiations organizer: Joint Stock Company "Polotsk-Steklovolokno".

,qoor*, 2l1400,the Republic of Belarus, Vitebsk region, Polotsk, stroitelnaya street

30
Bank details: current

in subsidiary office No. 204

Lenin street, l5a)
Tel.: 8(0214) 4l-56-92 (competitive procurement bureau)

Fax: 8(0214)41-54-04
E-mail: tender@Psv.bv
Responsible persons of the negotiations organizer:
Chairman of the tender commission - Roman Bliznev'
Head of the competitive procurement bureau - Tatsiana Sevrjugina (organizational

issues), tel.: 8 (0214) 4l-55-76.
Competitive procurement bureau engineer (issues related to the documentation for

negoriarions) tel.: 8 (02 14) 4l-56-92, 4I-54-38.
The Commission approved by order of the organizer No.202 dated 12.03.2018 shall be

responsible for conducting and organization of the purchasing procedure, the Competitive

procurement bureau shall be responsible for preparation and organization of the procedure.

1.2. Requirements to thd'subject of the order'
I .2.1 . RefractorY materials.
The quantity oi th.e purchased materials shall be specified in Attachment 4 to this

documentation.
Code OK RB 23.20 according to National Classification of the Republic of Belarus

1.2.2. Technical requirements to the goods'

Information on the list and quantity of the purchased goods, technical parameters

(characteristics) are given in Attachment 4 hereto'

Drawings for tie purchased refractory materials are contained in Attachment 5 hereto.

Warranty period of storage shall be at least 12 months from the date of delivery to the

Customer's warehouse.
1.2.3. Source of financing: own funds of Joint Stock Company o'Polotsk-

Steklovolokno".
2. Design documentation.
The shutdown maintenance of glass melting furnace No.1 located at30120 Stroitelnaya

srreet, Polotsk in accordance *itn the preliminary design documentation for
,.Modern ization of furnace No.l in the one-stage manufacturing premises located at

30120 Stroitelnaya street, Polotsk" prepared in short form in the form of the design

assignment approved by order of ioint Stock Company "Polotsk- Steklovolokno"

No. 666 dated 06.08.2018

3. Terms and conditions for conducting the negotiations procedure'

3.1. Term of the goods delivery'
The goods delive{, to the Customer's warehouse shall be performed not later'than

27.09.2019.

(settlemenr) account No. BY498PS830122320250 I 39330000

Polotsk of JSC "BPS-Sberbank", BIC - BPSBBY2X (Polotsk,



3.?. The order price applied as the starting price'

with.the possibility to make suggestions for its.change.

No. Lot No. Starting price for a lot Amount in words

I Lot I 63,544.57 euro net of VAT Sixty-three thousand five hundred forty-
four euro and fifty-seven eurocents

2 Lot 2 116,130.88 euro net of
VAT

one hundred sixteen thousand one hundred

thirty euro and eighty-eight eurocents

a
J Lot 3 27.771.50 euro net of VAT Twenty-seven thousand seven hundred

seventy-one euro and fifty eurocenl!!-
4 Lot 4 29.170.90 euro net of VAT Twenty-nine thousand one hundred seventy

euro and ninetY eurocents

5 Lot 5 68.038.19 euro net of VAT Sixty-eight thousand thirty-eight euro and

nineteen eurocents

6 Lot 6 64,550.00 euro net of VAT Sixty-four thousand five hundred fifty euro

and zero eurocents

7 LotT 21.855.95 euro net of VAT T*enty-one thousand eight hundred fifty-
five euro and ninetY-five eurocents

8 Lot 8 201,061.56 euro net of
VAT

Two hundred one thousand sixty-one euro

and fifty-six eurocents

9 Lot 9 127.035.11 euro net of
VAT

One hundred twenty-seven thousand thirty-
five euro and eleven eurocents

10 Lot 10 427,862.65 euro net of
VAT

One hundred twenty-seven thousand eight

hundred sixty-two euro and sixty-five
euroQents

Seuenty-eignt thousand two hundred

ninety-three euro and eighty-five eurosents1l Lot 11 78.293.85 euro net of VAT

t2 Lot 12 199,663.02 euro net of
VAT

One hundred ninety-nine thousand slx

hundred sixty-three euro and two eurocents

l3 Lot 13 285,993.00 euro net of
VAT

Two hundred eightY-five thousand

hundred ninetY-three euro and'
eurocents

nlne
zefo

I4 Lot 14 14.380.80 euro net of VAT Fotr.teen thousand three hundred eighty

euro and eightY eurocents

l5 Lot 15 10.272.00 euro net of VAT Ten thousand two hundred seventy-two
errro and zero eurocents

t6 Lot 16 4.365.60 euro net of VAT Four thousand three hunoreo slxry-rlve

euro and sixtY eurocents

t7 Lot 17 . 1,619.38 euro net of VAT One thousand six hundred nineteen euro

and thirty-eight eurocents

l8 Lot 18 1,926.00 euro net of VAT One thousand nine hundred twenty-six euro

and zero eurocents

t9 Lot 19 41.344.80 euro net of VAT Forty-6n. thousand three hundred forty-

four euro and eightY eurocents

Total for
fumace

19 lots | 484 879.76 euro net of
VAT

O* -ittion four hundred eighty-four

thousand eight hundred seventy-nine euro

and seventy-six eurocents



3.3. The procedure for the conduct of quotation improvement'

3.3.1. The organizer of negotiations will conduct the quotation improvement

procedure. All the ianicipants who--se quotations comply with negotiations documentation

,.quire-ents shall iruu. the right to participate in quotations improvement procedure' The

decision on compliance or non-compliance of the quotation for. negotiations with the

negotiations documentation requirements is taken by the commission of the JSC "PSV"'

The bidder shall have the righi to improve its quotation for negotiations by reducing the

price of its originally submitted quotation, by reducing time for the fulfillment of an order

or by improving othlr terms and conditions or itt quotation. The bidder shall have the right

not to participate in the quotation improvement procedure, in this case its original quotation

remains valid with its original terms and conditions offered'

The Commission does not consider the bidder's quotation submitted as part of the

quotation improvement procedure, if it contains worsened conditions as against its originally

submitted quotation, in ihis case its original quotation remains valid with its original terms

and conditions offered.
3.3.2. The negotiations organizer invites the bidders admitted for the quotation

improvement proceiure by sending them invitations simultaneously. The procedure for the

conduct. form of the conduct (fo; and procedure of the improved quotation submission)

shall be determined by the negdtiations organizer in the invitation.

3.3.3. The bidders who have taken part in the quotation improvement procedure and

who have reduced its 
"starting 

price, ai well as who have improved other terms and

conditions of the order iulfillrn"nt are obliged to provide additionally updated documents

defining their commercial quotations and drawn up in accordance with the procedure

specifiJd for the submission of quotations for negotiations within two working days from

improvement of terms and conditions'

3.3.4.The bidder's price specified within the quotation improvement procedure shall

be created according to tire r.quir.rn.nts of clause 3.6 (Pricing' cuffency of the quotation,

payment terms and conditions) of this documentation.

3.4. The bidderos obligations to submit the documents evidencing its compliance

with the performance qualification requirements, economic and financial status'

3.4.l.Documents on economic and financial status of the bidder'

Accounting statements for the last accounting year and period'.

Statement on the status of current (settlement) accounts of the participant from the

servicing bank. The period of issuing the statement shall not be more than 30 calendar days

before the date on *hith offers for negotiations shall be submitted'

Information on the absence of ta; arrears and charges (duties) arrears, late fees (a written

representation p.epared in any form by the .o,npunyt chief executive or by an authorized

person) as of the.date of the quotation submission'

Non-residents' of the Republic of Belarus shall submit information on economic and

financial status according to the registration country.

3.4.2.Documents evidencing the performance qualifi cation requirements',

The bidder with no previout &pe.ilnce of cooperation with the JSC "PSV" 
tha.ll 

prove

its commercial goodwifl (customei reviews on quality and delivery ti:rms observance'

signed by the authorized Person).
A copy of certificate of state registration of a legal entity (individual entrepreneur) or

an abstract from the trade register (a-nother equivalent proof of legal identity) according to

the legislation of its country of incorporation)'

,4^



3.4.3.The bidder's status confirmation.
3.4.3.1. The bidder, which is the producer, shall submit documents confirming its own
production of the goods being the subject of the purchasing according to the legislation of
the producer's country.
3.4.3.2.The bidder which is the sales company (the official sales representative) shall

submit the following documents in order to confirm the status of the bidder with respect to

the goods producer:
- a copy of the contract (agreement) with the goods producer (with the state association

(union) consisting of the goods producers or a copy of the Statute or a copy of the contact
(agreernent) with the holding managing company of which the goods producer is a part)

evidencing the authority of the bidder to sell the goods. This contact (agreement) shall

contain information on joint and several liability of the producer for delivery dates and

warranty period. The term of the contact (agreement) or certificate shall be not less than the

deadline for the fulfillment of obligations stipulated in the documentation on purchase.

- a copy of the document, confirming the fact of purchase of the goods directly from the

producer (contract for purchase, concluded with the producer, bill of delivery, CMR,
railroad bill of lading). Or to provide a guarantee letter on the submisSion of the documents,

specified in this paragraph of the negotiations documentation if the bidder is selected the

winner of the purchasing procedure.
3.4.3.3. Quotations from'other bidders, which are not specified in items 3.4.3.1 and

3.4.3.2 of this negotiations documentation are not taken into consideration.

3.5. Criteria and method for evaluation of the bidders' quotations and selection of
the winner:

The criterion for the evaluation of quotations is the total price of the goods,

taking into account the payment conditions (if necessary taking into account

additional costs of the buyer for delivery, customs clearance, etc.).
The total price is calculated according to the following formula:

p:Ci *(l+Di)+Ei,
where Ci - the quotation price of Participant i, monetary units;

Di - notional price of the current commercial credit according to Participant i,
r

Pi : (100 * s65) * (Ka * ti1 -Kd * ti2),

where r - annual refinancing rate of the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus at

the moment of quotation evaluation;
Ka - share of the advance payment : advance payment percentage / 100;

Kd - share of the deferral of payment: percentage of the deferral/l00;
til - the delivery time to the buyer's warehouse from the advance payment date,

calendar days; 
' :

tiz - defenal of payment from the moment of the goods delivery to the buyer's

warehouse, calendar days.
In case payment conditions of all bidders are equal, Di :0. - i

Ei - unaccounted expenses (shall be applied if it is necessary to reconcile the prices

of quotations - assessment of customs duties and fees, additional expenses for delivery,

opening and administration of different types of letters of credit, bank guarantees and

insurance against risks of non-delivery of the goods (when not included in the price of the

goods), additional costs for processing of raw materials, additional technological expenses,

o?2,



etc.), monetary units. Customs duties for each type of the goods shall be calculated
separately.

If the prices of quotations are similar (identical terms of delivery, absence or the
same value of customs duties and fees, absence of settlements in the form of a letter of
credit or the same value of costs for opening and administration of different types of letters
of credit and other additional costs) Ei : 0.

Quotations of bidders are considered at the commission meeting.
The organizer of negotiations provides objective and equal approach to all the bidders, to

the examination of their quotations, to the winner selection based on the criteria contained
in the terms and conditions of the negotiations.
Information on examination and evaluation of quotations for negotiations is confidential.

The winner of negotiations is the bidder who has the minimal total according to the
final criterion value. Other priority is allocated in the order of final criterion value increase.

3.6. Pricing, currency, payment conditions.
3.6.1. The bidder specifies the total price of the quotation for negotiations, including

all the expenses which the Customer shall pay to the Seller (expenses on transportation,
insurance, taxes, charges, packing etc. - according to the offered delivery conditions).

3.6.2. The place of delivery of the goods by truck: 211400, the Republic of Belarus,
Vitebsk region, Polotsk, 30 Stroitelnaya street, customs clearance office No 07242, Joint-
stock company 'oPolotsk-Steklotolokno" or any other place of delivery appropriate for the
Buyer.

The place of deliv.ery by railroad (the place of destination) is Station Ksty of
Belarussian railroad, station code 165307, company code 3773,local railway No 31 or any
other place of delivery appropriate for the Buyer.

3.6.3. Delivery terms: DAP, DDP, CIP, CPT Polotsk, Incoterms 2010, or any other
conditions acceptable for the Buyer.

3.6.4. The quotation price should be specified in Belarusian roubles, Russian roubles,
Euro or other cuffency (US dollars, pounds).

3.6.5. Contract payment cuffency:
for residents of the Republic of Belarus - Belarusian rouble; for residents of the Russian

Federation - Russian rouble, euro; for non-residents of the Republic of Belarus and the
Russian Federation - Euro. 0 % V AT rate is applicable for the residents of the countries-
members of the Eurasian Economic Union while exporting goods from the territory of these
countries.

3.6.6.If the curency of quotation is different from the currency of payment, in order
to compare and evaluate quotations for negotiations, all the quotations will be calculated in
single cuffency - Belarusian rouble (according to the exchange rate of the National bank of
the Republic of Belarus as on the date of opening the envelopes with quotations).

3,6.7 . Pavmentnconditions.
For residents and non-residents of the Republic of Belarus payments can be made

preferably upon the fact of delivery of the goods after the expiry of 40 and more calendar
days.

Applied methods of payments: ,

For residents and non-residents of the Republic of Belarus payments can be made by
the direct bank transfer.

For non-residents of the Republic of Belarus it is permitted to use letter of credit
payment method.

The letter of credit payment method involves payment for the goods preferably upon
the fact of delivery of the goods after the expiry of 40 and more calendar days. Wy./ .F.

(/o



of opening the letter of credit shall be within 45 working days from the moment of signing
the contract by both parties.

The participant should obligatorily specify:
- a type of the letter of credit (e.g. - revocable or irrevocable, confirmed or

unconfirmed, documentary and so on);
- the letter of credit validity;
- the way, proportions and terms according to which the funds under the letter of credit

will be written off (please, speciff the necessary):
upon the fact of shipment;
upon the fact of delivery;
other variants (please, speciff).
If the funds are written off by installments, information should be provided on each

installment.
Specifu the number of calendar days not earlier of which the funds should be written

off:
for the shipment;
for the delivery (e.g. from the date of signing the contract by both parties, from the date

of opening the letter of credit or other).
3.7. Procedure and time for quotation revocation, as well as procedure for making

amendments
3.7 .1. The bidders have the right to revoke their quotations for negotiations by sending

a notification to the Organizer, but not later than the deadline of their submission stipulated
by the terms and conditions of conducting negotiations. In this case the quotation which is
sent by e-mail shall not be considered, the quotation which is submitted in a sealed envelope
shall not be opened and shall be sent back to the bidder upon its written request by courier,
if a corresponding power of attorney or other document confirming such powers of the
person is available.

3.7.2.The bidders have the right to make amendments in the content of their quotations
not later than the deadline of their submission, stipulated by the terms and conditions of
conducting negotiations. Amendments are made and submitted according to the procedure
stipulated for the submission of quotations for negotiations. t

3.8. The negotiations procedure shall be admitted as failed in the event that:
The commission meeting minutes on the selection of the winner of the negotiations

procedure is not approved by the organizer of the negotiations upon the obligatory
coffesponding written j usti fi cation;

all the quotations are rejected as not complying with the requirements of the

negotiations documentation;
the winner of the negotiations procedure refuses to conclude the contract and the

organizer of negotiations does not offer to conclude the contract to the second bidder
following the winner of the negotiations procedure;

the winner of the negotiations procedure and the second bidder following the winner
refuse to conclude the contract;

no quotation is submitted for the negotiations procedure. , r

3.9. Procedure and term of negotiations documentation clarification
3.9.I. Clarification of the clauses of the negotiations documentation is made by

authorized persons of the organizer of negotiations on the participant's written request

addressed to the chairman of the tender commission under the condition that such request is

received by the Organizer.



3.g.2.Answers to bidders' requests for clarification of the negotiations documentation
are sent within 3 working days from the moment of receiving the request by the competitive
procurement bureau to the bidder who have sent the request.

3.10. The Organizer of negotiations shall notifu the bidders (except those whose
quotations are dismissed) about the results of the negotiations specifoing items of the

winner's quotation which have been the selection criteria in electronic form within three

working days from the date of approval of the commission meeting minutes on the selection

of the winner of the negotiations procedure.
The Organizer of negotiations shall within five working days from the date of approval

of the minutes on declaration of the negotiations procedure as failed or canceled notifz all
the bidders about this fact in a written or electronic form.

3.I 1. Due to the justified organizalional, production or economic reasons the organizer
of negotiations shall till the moment of selection of the winner have the right to cancel the

conduct of negotiations at any time without compensation of losses to the bidders.

3.12. The organizer of negotiations retains the right to reject all the quotations for
negotiations.

3.13. The bidder is disqualified from participation in the negotiations procedure at any

time till the moment of contract conclusion, if the submission of false information is

disclosed. In this case the protocol is drawn up. The disqualified bidder is informed about

such decision in a written fonlt or by e-mail within three working days from the date of
protocol approval.

3.I4.If in the cours.e of negotiations the organizer of negotiations introduces changes

in the previously specified requirements to the subject of an order and (or) contract terms

and conditions, such changes shall be agreed according to the established procedure and are

brought to the attention of the bidders after their approval by the organizer of negotiations.

4. The procedure for the submission of quotations for negotiations.
4.1 . The quotation for negotiations should include documents (data), specified in the

present documentation.
An envelope with the quotation for negotiations should have the following note:

"For negotiations for the selection of the supplier for the purchase of name and volume
of the purchased goods"o "Do not open till 14.00 on October 17" 2018" (organizer'slocal

time).
4.2. The quotation shall be signed by the head of the bidder's company or by an authorized

person (the document confirming authority shall be submitted) and shall be sealed.

4.3. The negotiations documentation is drawn up in Russian or Belarusian. The quotation

for negotiations (as any other document therein) can be submitted in a foreign language

under the condition that their translation into Russian or Belarusian is attached to them.

The Customer can demand to provide its exact notarized translation. In this case the

translated version w"ill prevail.
4.4.If the bidder fails to submit the required documents (data) specified in the present

documentation for negotiations, the quotation can be rejected according to the decision of
the commission even in case of its recognition as the most cost-efficient.

4.5. The quotation for negotiations shall be sent in electronic form to the e-mail

tender@psv.bv or on electronic data storage device or in writing in a hard copy or in a hard

copy in a sealed envelope shall be sent by the representative of the bidder by courier or by

post to the administrative department of JSC "PSV" to the address: 2lI400,the Republic of
Belarus, Vitebsk region, Polotsk, 30 Stroitelnaya Str., addressed to the chairman of the

commission. An envelope rvith the quotation for negotiations should have the ![owing
note:



"For negotiations for the selection of the supplier
volume of the purchased goodstt, ooDo not open till
(organizer' s local time).

for the purchase of name and
14.00 on October 17,2018"

4.6. The quotations for negotiations shall be received by the Organizer of negotiations
not later than at 17.00 (organizer's local time) on October 16, 2018.

4.7. Place" date. time and procedure for opening the envelopes with quotations for
neqotiations and (or) announcement of quotations submitted bv anv other wav.

4.7.1. The place of opening the envelopes (announcement of quotations) is 211400' the
Republic of Belarus, Vitebsk region, Polotsk, 30 Stroitelnaya street, Joint stock
company "Polotsk-steklovolokno", administration building (negotiations room).

4.7.2. Date and time of opening the envelopes (announcement of quotations, submitted

by any other way): October 17, 2018 at 14.00 (organizer's local time).
4.7.3. Opening the envelopes (announcement of quotations, submitted by any other

way) is carried out at the meeting of the tender commission on a specified date in
negotiations room of JSC "PSV" with video recording (if necessary). The time of the tender

commission meeting is 14.00 (organizer's local time).
4.7.4. The bidder wishing to participate in the procedure for opening the envelopes

with quotations (announcement of quotations, submitted by any other way) and in the

procedure for quotations improtiement should have:

for an authorized person - the power of attorney relating to the right to participate in

these procedures (originql or duly certified copy) and identity document (passport, residence

permit);
for the head of the participating company - identity document and the document

confirming authority of the head of a legal entity (a copy of the order for appointment as CEO

or an extract from the resolution ofthe general meeting, management board or another corporate

body or a copy of the employment contract)).
Only the bidders who have submitted quotations for negotiations in time are allowed

to participate in the procedure for opening the envelopes (announcement of quotations,

submitted by any other way) and, further, in the quotation improvement procedure.

Quotations received via e-mail or the envelopes with quotations received by the orgtrizet
of negotiations before the deadline and executed according to the requirements of the present

documentation are subject to opening (announcement of quotations, submitted by any other

way). Examination of quotations for negotiations is carried out at the commission meeting.

4.8. The bidder should specify the quotation for negotiations validity, which should

remain in force till the moment of concluding the contract.

4.9. The procedure for the submission of quotations for negotiations.
4.9.1. Requirements to the content of the submitted quotation and the list of the

attached documents,
The bidder should prepare the quotation for negotiations according to Attachments 1,2

to the present negotiations documentation. Attachment 2 shall be prepared by the bidders

with no previous experience of cooperation with the JSC "PSV".
4.9.2. The bidder should sPecif,: - '
Full name of the organization (bidder), reference details (including address, telephone,

telefax, e-mail, bank details), information about the taxation system.

The name of the subject for purchasing in accordance with the requirements of clause

1.2 of this documentation for negotiations.
The cost according to the requirements of Clause 3.6. (Pricing, currency, payment

conditions) pf the present negotiations documentation. a,



Delivery time.
Delivery conditions.
Payment conditions.
Warranty.

To provide documents according to the requirements of Clause 3.4. (The bidder's
obligations to submit the documents evidencing its compliance with performance
qualification requirements, economic and financial status) of the present negotiations
documentation.

4.9.3. The quotation for negotiations should include the documents (data), specified in
the present negotiations documentation and should be submitted according to the
requirements of Clause 4. (Procedure, place and deadline for the submission of quotations
for negotiations) of the present negotiations documentation.

4.9.4. The bidder's quotation for negotiations shall contain the attached letter
confirming acceptance of the organizer's conditions.

4.9.5 . The bidders can not change the quotations for negotiations after the deadline for
their submission.

5. Conditions of the contract conclusion.
5.1. The place of concluding the contract: Joint stock company <Polotsk-

Steklovolokno> 211400, the Republic of Belarus, Vitebsk region, Polotsk, 30 Stroitelnaya
street. *

5.2. The contract is concluded following the outcome of the negotiations no later than
20 calendar days from the approval of the minutes on conducting negotiations. The term for
signing the contract can be extended only upon written approval of the organizer's head.

5.3. The contract is concluded under the conditions defined in the draft contract
(Attachment 3) including material conditions specified following the outcome of the
negotiations in accordance with the bidder's quotation.

5.4. The organizer of negotiations has the right not to specifu a prepayment clause in
the contract and not to make advance payment for purchase of the goods, if the winner of
negotiations is bankrupt or financially insolvent or is in arrears with payments to the revenue
based on the provided documents.

5.5. Separate conditions, which were not considered in the course of the negotiations
procedure, but which do not change their material conditions, can be included into the
contract by mutual agreement of the parties.

5.6. If the winner of the negotiations procedure refuses to conclude the relevant
contract, the organizer of negotiations has the right not to conduct the negotiations again but
to suggest the second bidder following the winner concluding the contract.

6. Miscellaneous.
6.1. The follgwing entities are not allowed to participate in the procedures for

purchasing of goods (works, services) during the construction: legal entities and private
entrepreneurs included on the Register of suppliers (contractors, providers) temporally not
admitted to purchasing which is prepared by the Ministry of Antimonopoly Regulation and

Trade of the Republic of Belarus in accordance with the procedure established by 'it and

which is publicly available in the "Tenders" information system on the web-site of the
National Center for Marketing and Price Study (hereinafter referred to as the "Tenders"
information system) and (or) performers of entrepreneurial activities included in accordance
with Presidential Decree of the Republic of Belarus No.488 dated October 23,2012"On
some measures to prevent illegal minimization of tax amounts" on the 
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commerei al organizations and individual entrepreneurs with an increased risk of committing

offenses in the economic domain.
6.2. Legal entities and private entrepreneurs included on the Register of suppliers

(contractors, providers) not admitted to purchasing due to violation of contractual

obligations leading to the disruption of construction deadlines and repair schedule are not

alloi'ed to participate in the procedures for purchasing of goods (works, services) during

the construction.
The register of suppliers (contractors, providers) not admitted to purchasing due to

violation of contractual obligations leading to the disruption of construction deadlines and

repair schedule is made ,rp and kept by "Belneftekhim" in accordance with the procedure

established by it.
6.3. The commission evaluates the bidder's quotations as to their compliance with the

present documentation. If the commission has any doubts in the reliability of information

provided by the bidder, it has the right to carry out additional checking involving specialists

or to schedule expert examination.
6.4. lfthe organizer after opening the envelopes with quotations (announcement of

quotations, submitLd by any othei way) finds out unessential non-compliance of quotations

ftr negotiations (inacclra.i.r, .orrections, effors in writing and so on) with the present

documentation, the organ izer of negotiations can provide the bidders with the possibility to

eliminate the violations withirf'the G.- rp..ified by the organ\zer and (or) commission.

6.5. If it is necessary, the bidder shall upon the organizer's request within the time

limits specified by the.oi ganizer provide the original document for review and its copy

authentication.
6.6. Upon the commission decision the quotations which do not comply with the

requiremenis of the negotiations documentation are not taken into consideration except the

case when the bidder'i violation is classified as an unessential non-compliance with the

requirements of the present documentation'

6.7 .Negotiations are conducted by the organizer involving (if necessary) experts and

the buyer's authorized representatives.

Attachments:
Attachment l. lnformation about the bidder, the main parameters of the criteria, 1 page.

Attachment 2. The bidder's reference list, I page'

Attachment 3. Draft contract.

Attachment 4. Specification for furnace No' 1

Attachment 5. Drawings for furnace No.l
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